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SUMMARY 
 

Junior Computer Science student at MSOE with hands-on, team-based project experience. Devoting 6 hours 
per week in AI Club and Vex Robotics, as well as working 10 hours per week on campus with full academic 
schedule. Skills include Python, Jupyter Notebook, Pandas, NumPy, Java, Ruby, MySQL, Git, and C++. 
 
EDUCATION 
 

B.S. Computer Science  |  Milwaukee School of Engineering  |  GPA: 3.39  |  expected May 20XX 
  
PROJECT EXPERIENCE 
 

Data Science Project: Analyze a dataset to determine ability of each of 12 animal traits found in scat 
samples to predict 1 of 3 species (coyote, bobcat or gray fox).  
▪ Researched background information on species, including location, habitat, size and diet, as well as 

methods for collecting species population estimation data, and then tested null and alternative hypotheses. 
▪ Performed statistical testing of Kruskal-Wallis and Chi-squared tests from scipy python library and created 

boxplot visualizations of relationships between traits and species to apply hypotheses.  
▪ Analyzed ability of traits to predict species through tests and boxplots and interpreted results in tables and 

connected findings back to background research.   
▪ Created data science project report in a Jupyter Notebook, including research, hypotheses, box plots, 

statistical tests, result tables, interpretations and analysis.  
 

Application Development Project | Team of 4: Create an application to aid students in tracking their 
degree schedule and required coursework for graduation based on uploaded transcript.  
▪ Created interactive graphical user interface, using JavaFX FXML, for users to upload transcripts and receive 

predictions of courses to take next, course prerequisites, and a graduation plan based on major. 
▪ Implemented a pdf and csv file scanner to read in files and used Java classes and data structures to store 

data from uploaded files. 
▪ Implemented algorithms to suggest course tracks and graduation schedules based on transcripts. 
▪ Managed project in an agile method using scrum for 3 sprints, including performing code reviews, standup 

meeting and sprint reviews. Team used GitHub for collaboration while working on code.  
  
TECHNICAL SKILLS 

▪ Python 
▪ NumPy 
▪ Jupyter Notebook 

▪ Java, JavaScript 
▪ GitHub GitBash 
▪ C, C++ 

▪ HTML 
▪ CSS 
▪ Ruby 

▪ Scrum 
▪ MySQL 
▪ SkLearn 

▪ MatPlotLib 
▪ Pandas 
▪ MS Office, Excel 

 
CO-CURRICULAR INVOLVEMENT 
 

Data Science Team  |  MSOE VEX Robotics  |  September 20XX - Current  |  4 hrs/wk  
AI Research Team  |  MSOE AI Club  |  September 20XX - Current  |  2 hrs/wk 
Committee Member  |  MSOE Computer Science Industrial Advisory Council  |  October 20XX - Current 
 
WORK HISTORY 
 

Circulation Assistant  |  MSOE Walter Schroeder Library  |  September 20XX - Current  |  10 hrs/wk 
Kennel Assistant  |  Family Dog Center & The Dawg Haus  |  September 20XX - August 20XX  |  6 hrs/wk 
Camp Counselor  |  Rainbow Ridge Farms  |  Summer 20XX, Summer 20XX 


